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The Strategic Shift: Localization’s Fast 
Track to Driving Greater Business Value 
3 STEPS TO GET YOUR LOCALIZATION 
STRATEGY NOTICED



Localization has the 
potential to deliver real 
value for the business.  
Here’s what you can 
do—right now—to create 
that value and make 
sure it gets noticed.
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IT’S TIME TO   
MAKE YOUR MOVE

Many localization buyers are discovering their role within the organization is in a time of 
transition. Much like their marketing counterparts before them, localization professionals are 
realizing that customer expectations and technological advancements have aligned to create 
an atmosphere that’s ripe for them to shed their reputation as “just a cost of doing business” 
and step into the limelight as a strategic driver of revenue.

To begin with, the digital economy has turbo-charged globalization. With the ease of  
reaching a global audience with just a few mouse clicks, companies are looking to move 
beyond the domestic marketplace and sell more overseas. In fact, worldwide exports are 
expected to quadruple over the next 35 years—to an estimated $68.5 trillion.1  

But globalization has also raised customer expectations, dethroning English as the de facto 
language of global business. Since the start of the millennium, research has shown time 
and again that global consumers prefer to spend most of their time on websites written in 
their own language, that they prefer to purchase products they can read about in their own 
language, and that they value that ability over price.2  

Talking to consumers 

in their native language 

is almost a prerequisite 

for our premium brand. 

We need support in 

terms of translations 

and localizations to 

accomplish that. That is 

key in our strategy.”

Tobias Bergström,  

Director of Digital Channels, 

Thule Group4 
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The way it’s changing now, the consumer has an 

expectation with experience. They don’t care whether 

they’re in store, whether they’re on mobile, whether 

they’re on a website… They just want to be coddled  

and to be catered to, and rightly so.” 

Cody Crnkovich, Head of Platform Partners & Strategy,  

Adobe Marketing Cloud3 

That’s why localization should be the key to any organization’s globalization strategy. This 
environment creates an opportunity for savvy localization buyers to help their organizations 
beat the competition to market with localized content that truly speaks to global buyers.

At the same time, the technology available to support localization has advanced rapidly in 
the last several years. Advancements in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)—
especially neural machine translation (NMT)—can be used to augment more widely-known 
automation technologies like content management systems (CMS). The result is lower costs, 
faster turnaround times, and higher translation quality—so you can apply more budget to 
entering new markets. Again, the first-mover advantage is critical, so you can outpace the 
competition in both the breadth and depth of your global reach.

This is an exciting time for localization professionals. Making just a few strategic moves  
can launch your reputation as an indispensable asset for the company’s globalization plans. 
This guide outlines three steps you can take to get there. 
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PEOPLE AND PROCESSES: SET YOURSELF UP FOR SUCCESS 
It should come as no surprise that successful globalization requires commitment and  
coordination across your entire organization. But let’s face it, internal localization clients  
often think of localization as a one-off service that they tack on at the end of a project,  
putting their focus on short-term factors such as cost per word and translation budgets. 

This line of thinking means you may get left out of strategic decisions. That’s why it’s  
important to up-level the discussion, educating your internal customers about the many  
benefits of engaging the localization team much earlier in the process.  This step requires 
showing them the value of localization, sharing best practices for mutual success, and 
 ultimately forging partnerships that will help all stakeholders reach your brand’s  
globalization goals. 

ALIGNING BUSINESS STRATEGIES WITH THE LOCALIZATION TEAM 
Begin by recruiting a cross-functional team of qualified, fully-invested stakeholders.  
Depending on your organization, these stakeholders might represent marketing, human 
resources, web groups, in-county staff, and/or in-house localization departments. These 
individuals have the power to champion any changes required in support of your goals, and 
to see that your initiatives are supported throughout the organization. 

Because localization is an investment that can be leveraged across many channels,  
programs, and campaigns, these stakeholders stand to benefit from your efforts. Paint a 
picture for them and ask for their support. Then get their assistance in assuring the following 
two strategies are aligned with the localization team:

• The corporate strategy determines what products and services the company will offer 
and what markets they will target. With early involvement, the localization team can be 
prepared to support these initiatives from the start.

• The global content strategy dictates what content will be localized, and at what level of 
quality. Again, the localization team can be an invaluable resource during this process, 
providing guidance on the cost, speed, and efficacy of various options, and keeping  
the larger organization abreast of technological advancements that may affect budgets 
and timelines.

By making the localization team an integral part of the overall brand strategy, you will create 
a sense of ownership and good will on all sides that will benefit the entire organization.

CASE IN POINT: EARLY INTERVENTION REDUCES COSTS
As a prime example of how educating internal customers can help your cause, consider 
that many may not realize the cost of localization can be more than the cost of creating the 
source content. Simply sharing this knowledge can help reframe content decisions further 
upstream, meaning the content that makes it to the localization stage is more focused  
and relevant.

At the same time, creating content with localization in mind—from the beginning—vastly 
reduces costs. Content writers and designers should be trained to create content with future 
translation in mind. This is a win/win because clear, concise, and grammatically correct 
source material not only cuts costs, reduces time, and improves the quality of localization 
efforts—it also improves the readability and usability of the source content for native readers.

LAY THE GROUNDWORK 

STEP ONE.

The recommendation  

I would give to anyone 

is to first off think 

about your product. 

I think a lot of time, 

marketers think about 

the market—how we’re 

going to go to market 

and how we’re going to 

localize and translate. 

But at the Predictive 

Index, our products are 

all localized because 

they have to serve our 

global market.”

Drew Fortin,  

Vice President of Marketing, 

The Predictive Index5 
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Research has shown that leading companies are 

almost twice as likely as their peers to say they have 

‘a well-developed framework for internationalization 

and localization of content.6

Many organizations are overwhelmed by the localization process. Requesting quotes and 
submitting and reviewing translations can be a long, repetitive, and arduous process, filled 
with never ending emails, phone calls, and use of outdated file transfer systems.

TECHNOLOGY: DO IT FASTER, 
WITH HIGHER QUALITY AND 
LOWER COSTS 

Typical Localization Challenges

Inefficient Business  
Processes
Using email, phone  
calls and FTP systems 
to manage, share, and 
track your translation 
assets leads to inefficient 
processes as well high 
administrative overhead 
and lack of visibility.

Overwhelmed Resources
With many organizations 
relying on their bi-lingual 
in-country specialist to 
review translated content, 
it places significant 
pressure on resources as 
they often have a normal 
day job.

Content in Multiple  
Disparate Systems
Accessing disparate  
content for translation 
can often be the most 
difficult and important 
part of the process.
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TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP YOU DEAL WITH TODAY’S CHALLENGES
When it comes to localization, friction is the enemy. Technology removes friction to speed  
up the localization process and get you to market, faster. 

For example, seamless integration between your content repositories and localization  
technology removes time-consuming and error-prone manual processes. Likewise,  
automated workflows—from file analysis and quoting to quality reviews and file delivery—
shorten project times. Technology even allows you to quickly route the right work to the  
right worker at the right time to further improve efficiency.

TECHNOLOGY CAN TAKE YOU TO THE NEXT LEVEL
But technology can also take you beyond the limitations of human translation. And that  
is becoming more and more critical. Consider that the digital economy has created an  
explosion in the sheer amount of content that might need to be translated, like blogs,  
comments, forums, chat sessions, and social media posts—to name a few. Industry analysts 
have estimated that all the human translators working today only have the capability to  
address 0.00000000009 percent of the global content generated in a single day.8  

At the same time, hyper-targeted personalization is a marketing trend that should be linked 
with localization efforts. Marketing teams are working to reach customers anytime, anywhere, 
with data-driven, hyper-personalized experiences to drive relationship building. It’s critical 
that those experiences be delivered in the customer’s preferred language—after all, what’s 
more personal than your native language?

With the sheer volume of content that needs to be localized, it’s clear that providing  
customer experiences to individuals in their own languages will require the use of  
advanced localization technologies. 

We are hitting that 

point when we are 

looking to get a lot 

more content out there, 

so we are looking at 

translation companies 

and automated 

solutions that speed 

up the process, even 

if it’s just the first draft. 

The country managers 

can then be more like 

proof-readers focused 

on the fine-tuning.”

Henry Burr,  

Head of Optimization and 

Customer Insight, Kaplan 

International English7 64% OF CMOS
ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR DELIVERING CUSTOMER 

EXPERIENCE. WITH PERSONALIZATION AS A 

MAJOR REQUIREMENT, THE SCOPE OF THIS 

RESPONSIBILITY IS IMMENSE.9 
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Customer experience 

starts with great 

content, but it’s 

powered by the data. 

Today we have all these 

amazing touchpoints 

with consumers and 

are learning more 

about consumers 

than we’ve ever had 

the opportunity to in 

history. But the key 

part is making sure you 

can marry that content 

you’re delivering and 

building for all these 

different audiences 

with the data that’s 

designed to personalize 

their experience.” 

Cody Crnkovich,  

Head of Platform  

Partners & Strategy,  

Adobe Marketing Cloud10 

Neural Machine Translation 
As companies seek more efficient ways to deliver more content in more languages, NMT is 
evolving from a niche solution reserved for very large, global enterprises into a mainstream 
option. NMT is relatively new; before 2014, machine translation operated on a statistical  
model where machine learning depended on a database of previous translations, called 
translation memories. While NMT still trains on translation memories, it adds the power of 
deep learning—and a higher volume of training data—to build an artificial neural network  
that can find patterns, such as contextual clues around the source sentence, that help speed 
and improve translations without human intervention. And because big data yields so much 
information, NMT is able to identify complicated patterns and associations among these 
patterns, in ways that are beyond human ability to recognize. 

Industry insiders are confident that within the next five years, the translation industry will be 
one driven by big data, including industry-scale quality data, as well as by ML in the form of 
NMT and other language-enabled intelligent systems. 

W H AT  I S  N E U R A L  M T ? 

• Uses deep learning to build an artificial neural network from  
analyzing training material

• Finds and exploits translational and linguistic features and  
patterns that we don’t necessarily recognize

• Generalizes the associations among these patterns to impute 
translation “pathways” through the neural network

• Demonstrates marked increases in the fluency of translations

Automated Language QA
How do you deliver language quality in this world of increasing content  
and touchpoints? On the one hand, the growth of content exceeds the ability of humans to 
review everything, and on the other, the imperative to reduce friction means there’s no time 
to waste. Overcoming these challenges requires marrying human translation with technology,  
by automating predictable language quality checks. Automated language QA is a  
well-established, collaborative, and powerful quality control tool, used to maximize  
productivity, scalability, and quality at the lowest cost. 

Automated language QA tools use pattern recognition and other language technology 
approaches to identify potential problems, such as broken or missing links, inconsistent 
terminology, and missing content. These applications help linguists identify and fix problems 
during production to ensure quality. 

An automated QA engine can significantly reduce run times, improve quality, and detect 
more errors than human review alone. This helps reviewers to focus on brand messaging, 
and not mechanical issues.



NOW THAT YOU’VE LAID THE GROUND WORK 

FOR SUCCESS BY ALIGNING THE PEOPLE, 

PROCESSES AND TECHNOLOGY YOU NEED,  

IT’S TIME TO MAKE YOUR CASE WITH  

DECISION-MAKERS.

Mapping Work to Linguists
ML can help the system map projects to the best linguist for each job. Using linguistic big 
data and the right algorithms, ML can identify, objectively, who is the right translator for each 
type of content, who has translated more similar content, and therefore has more experience 
with that type of content, and who has translated it better. ML algorithms can be used in all 
the steps of the full quality cycle. 

For instance, and starting with QA, ML can not only identify the right human resource, but 
also the right linguistic resources (Translation Memories, Glossaries, MT customization, and 
so forth), the right processes, and focus the attention of the translators to the areas with more 
potential translatability issues because of their ambiguity, complexity, or other source issues. 
In this way, everything can be prepared from the beginning to assure the best possible qual-
ity. Then, once the translation has been done, Quality Control components, also based on 
ML approaches, can help to identify translation errors, lack of target readability, or different 
readability, level of linguistic register between source and translated content, and the like.

In short, today ML is key not only for NMT, but also in every linguistic workflow step.
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Doing localization better and faster is great, but so is showing how your efforts add more 
revenue to the bottom line. One you’ve identified people, processes, and technologies that 
can help you in your journey, it’s time to make your case to the people you need on your 
side to make your plans a success.  

Start by identifying an executive champion. Who has the most to gain from reaching more 
markets, more quickly, with higher quality content? The CMO is a good bet—but use your 
best guess based on your individual circumstances. Then approach this person with the 
facts, and your plan.

MAKING YOUR CASE

“FASTER LOCALIZATION HELPS US BEAT  

THE COMPETITION INTO NEW MARKETS.”

Today’s global customers have high expectations. They prefer to do business with  
companies that speak their language. As Tech.Co reports:11 

• Seventy percent of the world doesn’t speak English, yet 57 percent of websites  
contain only English

• More than half of Google searches are in languages other than English

• Ninety percent of internet users say that they always choose to visit a website in their 
own language if one is available, and only half are happy using an English website  
when there is no other choice

Localizing more content, faster will help your business reach these people ahead of the 
competition with a better customer experience.

“MORE LOCALIZATION HELPS US INCREASE REVENUE.” 

Language has a fundamental impact on buying patterns across global markets. Research 
shows that 72 percent of consumers prefer to buy products in their native language, and 56 
percent say that being able to access information in their own language is more important to 
them than price.12 Thus, it should come as no surprise that there is a solid correlation  
between an increase in localized content and an increase in revenue. 

Companies that increase the volume of localized content are 1.8 times more likely to have 
revenue growth, and companies that increase translation budgets are 1.5 times more likely to 
see revenue growth.13 That explains why leading companies are more likely than their peers 
to be planning to extend the number of markets in which they have a local web presence; 
two-thirds of leaders are planning to do this in the next 12 months, double the percentage  
of their less successful peers.14 

GET STAKEHOLDER BUY-IN

STEP TWO.
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“MORE AND BETTER CONTENT LEADS  

TO A BETTER CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.” 

Just under two-thirds of leading businesses believe that internationalization of content is 
‘critical for creating a global brand,’ compared to only 36% of mainstream respondents. As 
well as helping to create truly global brands, there is a broad consensus among leaders that 
carefully planned international content is integral to digital transformation and the overall 
customer experience. Leaders are three times more likely to agree strongly that a global 
content strategy is crucial for making their organizations digitally fit for purpose in the age of 
the customer.15 

“LESS COSTLY LOCALIZATION LEAVES MORE BUDGET 

FOR ENTERING NEW MARKETS.” 

Growing the business means expanding into new markets. Lowering the cost of localization 
leaves more budget for localizing content in new languages. It reportedly takes 12 languages 
to reach 80% of the world’s online audience and 21 to reach 90%.16 Using advanced  
technologies and process efficiencies to shave costs from current localization projects  
allows you to funnel more budget into reaching more of those global customers. 
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USE PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS TO FORECAST PROJECT OUTCOMES 
ML isn’t just for translations. It can also help you sell your ideas to the executive team, by  
predicting the outcomes of a given project before you commit to it. Technology exists today 
that would allow you to feed approximately 100 data points about your content into a system 
that can marry those data points with all past projects to predict problems, identify good 
translators and process flows, and determine the price of the project. 

FOLLOW UP WITH RESULTS
As the digital world becomes more engaging, personalized, and available to users at  
any time, companies are struggling to adapt to it. They make successful attempts at 
cross-channel experiences, providing content in the right language, with the right cultural 
relevance, to all users across all experiences; that much has become the paradigm.  
However, once companies achieve cultural relevancy, there is a lack of understanding as to 
how to effectively measure progress for the good of future campaigns.

The three most important words that every executive decision-maker wants to hear are 
return on investment (ROI). Among content internationalization leaders, nearly three quarters 
(72%) assert their global content strategy is delivering value, and that they have the data to 
support this. There is a clear distinction between leaders and the mainstream around their 
use of key performance indicators, with the top-performing group significantly more likely  
to be using commercial KPIs such as sales, profit, and conversion rates. Leaders are  
pushing ahead, confident of tangible, measurable ROI. More than half of leading companies 
believe their budgeting for international websites is ‘very much based on a quantifiable  
understanding of the likely revenue uplift’, and have ring-fenced specific budget for  
internationalization of content.17 

If your organization is struggling to attribute increased sales or revenue to localization in a 
particular region, it’s relevant to point out that localization can offer other tangible benefits, 
such as: 

• Meeting local regulatory requirements: In certain countries and industries, content  
localization may be a regulatory requirement. In such cases, the ROI question is fairly 
easy to answer—investing in localization here is the cost of entering the market to  
conduct any business, rather than the cost to augment existing business.

• Providing first mover advantage into a new market: Research has shown that clients 
prefer to buy from globally recognized brands. Building brand awareness in emerging 
markets is important, and localizing your customer messaging and advertising material  
is essential to establishing your brand in a new market.

• Increasing revenue in new non-domestic regions: Consider the direct measure of  
increased revenue from additional sales in new non-domestic regions as a result of 
selling localized products/content. As stated previously, this may be very hard to  
quantify and attribute directly to localization if there are several factors at play in your 
global strategy beyond localization.

In addition, non-financial ROI—such as customer satisfaction, customer retention, and brand 
awareness—have a big impact on the lifetime value of customers. 

As more businesses invest in global operations and new product markets, it’s essential for 
executive board members and decision makers to understand the value and ROI of your 
localization strategy. Defining a clear strategy that includes localizing products to drive  
increased adoption will gain the necessary approval from executive boards and all  
stakeholders, which, in turn, will foster increased revenues.

In order to connect 

with the world, you 

need to speak with 

them in their language. 

Without a quality 

translation solution, we 

are unable to deliver 

our best products to 

our valued customers. 

We’re responding 

to the demands of 

a highly engaged 

customer base, creating 

immersive, engaging, 

digital experiences, 

for our brand loyalists 

and fitness enthusiasts 

alike… accelerating 

the delivery of content 

and campaigns across 

markets to help build 

its global presence and 

reach more exercisers.” 

Heather Sieker, EMEA 

Marketing Solutions 

Manager, Life Fitness18 
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NOW THAT YOU HAVE EVERYTHING LINED UP—

INCLUDING APPROVAL TO MOVE FORWARD— 

IT’S TIME TO GET STARTED.

WHAT TO MEASURE AND HOW
More than half of leading companies report using completion rates, influencer, and social 
metrics (for example, shares, likes, and comments) to assess the performance of content.19  
While page impressions can be viewed as a superficial metric, SEO-related metrics are 
important for understanding how discoverable content is, while social media data points 
provide evidence of how widely it is being shared. 

It’s important to note that companies with transactional websites are typically in a better  
position to measure the impact of content directly, with a greater ability to track content  
directly through to a sale. This is a luxury that businesses without transactional websites 
often don’t have, with marketing attribution and econometric modeling often required to  
give the appropriate credit to the correct digital channels and specific pieces of content. 

Many companies are focused on the reach and engagement with content as a proxy for its 
commercial success, including metrics such as white paper and report downloads, video 
views, time spent on site and brand perception assessed through social media engagement 
and offline studies. This highlights the importance of measuring relevant aspects, such as:

• Impact: Are your multilingual activities matched with a competitive costumer journey? 
Are these activities improving awareness, interest, commitment, loyalty and  
advocacy metrics?

• Coverage: Do you have correct and sufficient data about local buyer personas to really 
drive content that resonates at a local level?

• Awareness: Is your content getting engagement?

• Reach: Is your content getting engagement from the proper audiences?

Looking at any metrics through these filters will help create and build valuable content  
that will improve business outcomes. 
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FIND A PARTNER THAT OFFERS WHAT YOU NEED
As you adapt your content for other markets, you’ll need to localize all your digital content. 
That includes not just your website, but also videos, mobile apps, infographics, illustrations, 
specialty graphics, eBooks, and other digital documents. Finding a partner with the capabili-
ties to offer all these services under one roof vastly streamlines your localization process.

Translation Services 
If your customers can’t read it, they won’t buy it. From websites to packaging to documenta-
tion, turning your words into a language your customers understand is critical to the success 
of your product or service. Look for a partner offering advanced technology solutions that 
streamline the process, track translation orders, and enhance productivity. 

If you prefer to have all the technology provided by your language service provider, look for 
a partner that can offer fully outsourced solutions for accurate, culturally-relevant translations 
delivered by a self-service, cloud-based model to save time and money without sacrificing 
quality or customer service.

If you want to manage some technology yourself, and integrate with a language service 
provider for the rest, you may prefer a partner with a suite of managed language services for 
a customized, hands-on approach.

If you already own or plan to purchase the technology, consider how much time you can 
commit to managing the production process and managing any technology you bring on 
board. Then partner with an organization that understands your needs and can support your 
level of involvement.

Transcreation Services
Tailoring your message to multiple markets and connecting with local audiences is a  
complex undertaking. Transcreation is a localization method that moves beyond direct  
translation of source content to generate the same emotional response as intended in the 
source language, evoking locally relevant engagement. 

Look for a partner with the language expertise and a global operating model that supports all 
markets, providing guidance on content strategy and creation. An ideal partner would also 
be able to collaborate with your creative agencies, in-country teams, and brand managers to 
ensure transcreated content maintains the original messaging intent.

GET STARTED

STEP THREE.

“We’ve tried to leverage technology as much as we can. With Lionbridge, for instance, all 

of our translation memories are synced up in the Drupal content management system, so 

we’re actually leveraging the APIs themselves. Our marketing team is always logging into 

our software, checking out new features and functionality before they’re releasing as well, 

and that’s allowed us to modify things on the fly.” 

Drew Fortin, Vice President of Marketing, The Predictive Index20

03
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Video Production and Localization
For multinational companies, it’s increasingly important to produce and localize customized 
video content that resonates with local cultures. Your partner must be aware of cultural  
nuances and advise you how to adapt your message so that it works well everywhere.
Look for a partner that can produce local-centric videos that will successfully communicate 
your message within specific locales, efficiently and cost-effectively—without a lot of  
re-editing, which saves you money. An ideal partner will offer a full suite of global video  
production services and translation and localization services.

Apps = App Localization
The mobile application marketplace is booming—research indicates that by 2017 the number 
of mobile users will grow to 4.4 billion, half of whom will come from Asia.23 A recent survey 
found that more than half of global consumers only buy products from apps that provide 
them with information in their own language. Localizing apps can result in a 148% increase in 
downloads per country.24 

Successful app localization requires two important skill sets. One is understanding the 
complexities of the languages you’re going to use. The other is a solid grounding in the 
technical issues involved. Look for a partner with a deep understanding of both the language 
and technical sides of app localization, one that can thoroughly strategize and analyze who 
your target audience is and identify its cultural requirements, including languages. An ideal 
partner will be one that can not only help localize the language, but also test apps on local 
devices with a worldwide network of native speakers.

“Having a reliable translation partner made us think realistically about what we could 

achieve. Multilingual to us means providing a reliable, translated solution for the viewers. 

This also gives the in-country reps a site that they could handle. We’ve received a great 

response from both customers and partners. We’ve increased our brand awareness, 

boosted our Google search rankings, and can now drive better qualified leads to our 

sales teams specific to their particular region.” 

Jim MacLeod, Director, Creative and Digital Marketing, Extreme Networks21

When we do video, we may outsource the actual filming, but everyone is fully vested in 

that from our graphic design and copywriting team to people on the product marketing 

side, people on the product side, and then the localization expert. Having that resource 

involved internally allows them to be involved early in  

the process.” 

Drew Fortin, Vice President of Marketing, The Predictive Index22 
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Advanced AI Capabilities
The future belongs to those who have the data. Cutting edge technologies like AI, ML, NMT 
and predictive analytics require massive amounts of high quality training data and actionable 
user experience feedback on a global scale to make their solutions more natural, accurate, 
relevant and intuitive. 

Look for a partner with the capabilities to overcome these significant challenges with  
linguistic and data operations that generate high quality global data to train the systems.  
One that combines technology with global user experience testing, gathering feedback to 
continually improve on the human experience with intelligent systems, and scalable and 
complete global coverage. 

WHAT ARE LONGTAIL LANGUAGE CAPABILITIES AND WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT?
As global competition intensifies, branching out to reach less-served markets becomes a 
smart business decision that leads to first-mover advantages. It’s estimated that there are 
about 7,000 different languages spoken around the world today, and some may have  
fewer than ten linguists.26 It naturally takes a lot more effort to source translations for these 
languages than for more mainstream languages.

For example, India is now the world’s fastest growing economy. By 2020, close to 750  
million Indians will own a smartphone. An identifying characteristic of India’s newly  
emerging consumer class is its linguistic diversity. Access to computers and mobile phones 
was, until recently, limited to the well-educated, English-speaking minority. Now, smartphone 
ownership cuts large swaths across India’s diverse populace. With 22 major languages, 
written in 13 different scripts and over 720 dialects, India is the world’s most linguistically 
challenging market.

Providing online services in local languages for this new consumer group has become  
an urgent need and commercial necessity for many of the world’s leading Internet and  
ecommerce companies. But while the market need is urgent, India’s nascent localization 
supply chain challenges even the most experienced localization buyer. 

Global companies looking to reach India’s consumers outside the main cities require a  
localization partner intimately familiar with the territory. One that has access to the  
linguistic talent that is key to delivering your message consistently across India’s regional 
languages. In addition, linguists need to acquire in-depth knowledge of products whose 
marketing message they are tasked with localizing. A service provider with direct access to 
internal linguists can let them test-drive apps and products on actual smartphones. Hands-on 
product experience provides linguists with much needed context, allowing them to produce 
more fluent, accurate, and natural-sounding local language translations. 

In order to succeed in India and similar markets, you will need to find a partner with deep 
roots in the country and culture, and large pool of in-country localization experts. When it 
comes to long-tail languages, choosing the right localization partner and the correct strategy 
will have a remarkable impact on your business’ growth potential.

Lionbridge has helped 

us with local insight on 

what users are doing, 

which devices they’re 

using, which platforms 

they’re using, and 

the experiences they 

prioritize, so that we 

can figure out how to 

bring some value to 

the table beyond our 

hardware.”

Peter Gaucher, Executive 

Director, Ecosystem & 

Content Services, Lenovo25



LEARN MORE AT L IONBRIDGE.COM

IN  CONCLUSION…
Giving customers the information they need, in their own language, leads to better,  
more meaningful engagement. This will broaden your customer base, increase revenue 
and profits, and provide greater exposure for your brand and messaging. If you follow these 
steps, localization will be recognized as an important element of profit generation instead  
of just another cost of doing business.

WHY LIONBRIDGE
Lionbridge enables more than 800 world-leading brands to increase international market 
share, speed adoption of products and effectively engage their customers in local markets 
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